
Leading independent oil & gas producer leverages 

PDS Energy’s Well Data Exchange Platform to provide 

uninterrupted self-service access to interest owners 

before, during, and after its merger with WPX Energy.

DEVON ENERGY BUSINESS CONTEXT
Devon Energy (NYSE: DVN) is a leading independent oil & gas producer with 

a focus on the Delaware, Eagle Ford, Anadarko, Powder River, and Williston 

basins.  Devon Energy’s portfolio consists of over 30,000 wells and - according 

to its Q2 2021 investor presentation - had reached 567,000 barrels of oil 

equivalent per day.   

In January of 2021 Devon Energy and WPX Energy completed their merger, 

bringing an extensive portfolio of assets in the Permian and Williston under 

Devon Energy’s management.  Devon Energy needed to continue sharing 

production data and well documents with its interest owners while onboarding 

datasets from the merger and ensuring uninterrupted data delivery to WPX 

Energy’s partners.

WELL DATA DISTRIBUTION CHALLENGE
Following the merger, Devon Energy was responsible for distributing large 

volumes of well and production data to over 2,000 of its own and WPX 

Energy interest owners.  This included daily wellsite data and documents 

- drilling, completions, workover reports, well logs, directional surveys, 

AFEs, among other document types - as well as daily and monthly oil & gas 

production volumes.

In addition to the challenge of sharing well information at scale with owners, the 

newly merged companies utilized different well databases with Devon Energy 

using WellView and WPX Energy using OpenWells.  Devon Energy wanted to 

consolidate and automate its owner data distribution for both companies while 

enabling it to manage even more wells without adding head count.
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AT A GLANCE

Devon Energy Navigates Integration 

Complexity and Ensures Seamless 

Partner Data Sharing with PDS Energy

CUSTOMER CASE STUDY

250+ WELL DOCS
 Loaded on Average Per Day

25 TYPES
of Well Docs Managed

567,000 BARRELS
of Oil Equivalent Reported

2,000+ PARTNERS 
with Easy Data Access

30,000+ WELLS 
Automatically Updated
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DIGITAL OILFIELD 
TRANSFORMATION
Devon Energy and WPX Energy are participants in the PDS 

Energy Well Data Exchange (WDX), a reciprocal data sharing 

network for distributing structured and unstructured drilling and 

completion information along with daily and monthly production 

volumes to partners by automatically extracting well data from 

commercial databases like WellView.  

Because WPX Energy was an existing WDX participant, Devon 

Energy was able to leverage partner distribution lists and 

entitlements (wells that each partner has permission to view) 

to accelerate data onboarding during the merger.  PDS Energy 

also worked closely with both companies during the merger 

to rapidly migrate and map WPX Energy data from OpenWells 

into WellView.

PDS Energy is currently assisting Devon Energy in transitioning 

WPX Energy and its own production data management into 

ProdView, which will enable the producer to consolidate drilling, 

completions, and production data within WDX.  This will provide 

seamless access to all exchange data and drive even higher 

levels of efficiency/ease of use for an increasing number of 

Devon Energy partners.

MEASURING BUSINESS SUCCESS
PDS Energy enabled Devon Energy to provide seamless and 

uninterrupted data sharing for interest owners while enabling it to 

rapidly onboard WPX Energy data and make it instantly available 

for analysis and reporting by Devon Energy’s employees, 

ensuring business continuity during a large-scale merger.  By 

automating well data and production sharing and providing 

secure self-service access to its partners, Devon Energy is able 

to ensure delivery of well information at any scale with a lean 

team, including daily partner drilling, completions, and workovers.  

PDS Energy provides Devon Energy with turnkey unstructured 

well data management through a dedicated well file loading team 

as well as enabling vendors to directly upload files over the web.

ABOUT DEVON 
ENERGY
Based in Oklahoma City, Devon Energy 

is a leading independent energy 

company engaged in finding and 

producing oil and natural gas with an 

emphasis on achieving strong returns 

and capital-efficient cash-flow growth.

PDS ENERGY SOLUTIONS

• Well Data Exchange (WDX)

AREAS OF OPERATION

• Delaware Basin

• Eagle Ford

• Anadarko Basin

• Powder River Basin

• Williston Basin

DATA TYPES HOSTED AND 
DISTRIBUTED

• Daily Production

• Monthly Production

• Casing Inspection Log (CIL)

• Core Report/Analysis

• Data Trades

• Directional Drilling Report

• Directional Drilling Reports - Slide 

Reports

• Directional Surveys

• Flowback Report

• LWD Log

• MUD Log

• Mud Report

• Partner Completion and Workover 

Report

• Partner Completion Report

• Partner Daily Drilling Report

• Partner Facilities Report

• Permits

• Plats

• Premium Partner Daily Drilling Report

• Pressure Data/Analysis

• Well Data Requirements

• Wellbore Diagram

• Wireline Log

Our partner data sharing solution enables us 

to automate much of the process and manage 

more wells without adding more people while 

enabling us to navigate the complexities of 

our WPX merger, ensuring critical D&C data 

was readily available in WellView for analysis  

and business continuity.

Manager of Data Management


